
Minutes of the Joint ASME/AIChE Committee on Thermophysical Properties 
Friday, 25th June 2010 

9 am - 12 pm MDT 
Web based conference 

 
 
Members present: Ilja Siepmann, Heng Ban, Dan Friend, Mickey Haynes, Jim Holste, 
Marcia Huber, Richard Jacobsen, Paul Mathias, Clare McCabe, Steve Penoncello, Jan 
Sengers, Rajiv Singh, Rakesh Srivastava, Neil Wright, Zhuomin Zhang 

Members absent: Jim Ely, Samuel Graham, Sungtaek Ju, Andreas Mandelis, Richard 
Rowley, Jessica Townsend 
 
1. Call to order. 
 
2. Plans for 18TH symposium - Marcia and Dan (also see attached slides) 
 

 Brief recap of 17th Symposium was presented including a breakdown of 
participation in terms of registrants and speakers by country. The conference 
remains largely international with only ~ ¼ U.S. attendees and a similar 
trend seen in speakers. 

 Dates for the 18th symposium have been set June 24 - 29th, 2012, and booked 
with the University of Colorado 

 Symposium web page is up (http://thermosymposium.boulder.nist.gov/) 
 Steve Penoncello has agreed to continue to maintain the committee web 

page and will add a link to the symposium web page. 
 

 Suggestions were solicited for plenary speakers at the 18th symposium 
o Jan suggested Carol Hall. Carol is a member of the national 

academy. 
o Ilja and Clare suggested Thanos Panagiotopoulos. Thanos is a 

member of the national academy, a regular attendee at the 
thermophysical properties meetings and a leader in his field. 
[http://paros.princeton.edu/Panagiotopoulos/index.html] 

o Zhuomin suggested Gang Chen who was elected to the NAE this 
year. [http://meche.mit.edu/people/faculty/index.html?id=15] 

o Zhuomin suggested David Cahill of UIUC 
[http://users.mrl.uiuc.edu/cahill/] 

o Jim Holste suggested Dendy Sloan from the Colorado School of 
Mines. He is also a regular attendee at the symposium.   

o It was also noted that we should consider a plenary speaker from 
Japan. Clare suggested Katsumi Kaneko, other names were 
suggested. 

 
 Suggested topics, based on 17th symposium 

o Subsecond thermophysics. It was noted that it had only 2 sessions 
at the last mtg. There was also a comment in the “Problems” list 



(attached) made at the end of the last symposium to merge 
subsecond and metals and call it “Materials science at high 
temperatures”. 

o Instrumentation and measurement techniques - room was too 
small last time. Tom wants a solids co-chair (currently Zhuomin 
though Zhuomin is happy to be replaced). Tony Goodwin was 
suggested but he is more on fluids side. 

o Ionic liquids sessions were very popular. Need a co-chair to work 
with Luis Paulo Rebelo. Suggestions were - Maiike Kroon (TU 
Delft), Aaron Scurto (U Kansas), Ken Marsh (U Canterbury), Joan 
Brennecke (Notre Dame) 

o Molecular modeling (incl molecular simulation). Ilja and Clare 
noted that this session needs an additional chair. Suggestions made 
offline were: Luis MacDowell, Richard Elliott and Billy Todd who 
were all at the last meeting.  There was also a discussion of overlap 
between this session, “Correlations, Equations of State, and 
Engineering Models” and “Theory of Thermophysical Properties 
(Including Statistical Mechanics)”. Ilja and Clare proposed the 
following session titles in place of these 3 session titles: 

 Molecular Theory 
 Molecular Simulation 
 Correlations and Engineering Equations 

 
o Properties for alternative energy and sustainable development 

(including biofuels). Need a second organizer. Names suggested 
were Joe Kocal (UOP), John Dorgan (CSM), Gregg Beckham 
(NREL) and Bill Adney (NREL). Gregg and Bill have not been to 
the meeting in the past but being local they may have some interest 
in helping out. 

o Nonequilibrium thermodynamics. Jan noted a possible conflict 
with another meeting in August 2012 organized by Dick Bedeaux. 
Dick Bedeaux has since agreed to organize a session on 
nonequilinbrium thermodynamics again. 

o Properties of aqueous systems - Ilja suggested Alberto Striolo from 
U Oklahoma as a possible organizer in place of him. Andre Anderko 
(OLI systems), Honggang Zhao (OLI systems), and Jeff Errington 
(SUNY - Buffalo) were also suggested.  

o Properties of solids - got a good number of papers last time but not 
from the U.S. To get US participation should we consider adding 
“including nanomaterials”? Zhuomin noted there was too much 
overlap last time in the timing of the solid sessions. 

o A general discussion followed on whether to get rid of the general 
sessions heading?  And if this was impacting submissions in any 
way. They are somewhat catch all sessions but are not treated any 
differently - do not get a bigger audience etc.  Consensus was to 



eliminate the distinction between the 3 general sessions and the other 
sessions. 

o Properties needs for nuclear energy systems - had difficulty last 
time as did properties of biomaterials and biomedical systems. 
We tend to get food stuff and agricultural materials papers - not so 
much in biomedical. Should this session be changed to Biomaterials 
and Biofuels instead of biomedical? 
 The nuclear sessions problem could be explained by the fact 

that the symposium conflicts with an ANS meeting.  
 It was also noted that there is a conflict with the summer 

bioengineering mtg.  
o Properties of polymers. Also struggled somewhat. Is there a co-chair 

we could add that would help encourage submissions? Suggestions 
are Doros Theodorou (National Technical University of Athens), 
Theo de Loos (TU Delft), Chau-Chyun Chen (Aspen Tech) 

o Thermal properties of nanostructured materials - it was 
suggested by Zhuomin to add another organizer, but that was not felt 
to be helpful by the committee. Could possibly replace Samuel 
Graham with ST Ju (UCLA). 

o Posters. It was generally felt that the poster session in the stadium 
was good and well attended.  

o Software demos. No changes suggested (though perhaps this is 
where we could get some sponsorship …?)   

o No celebratory sessions were suggested for the 18th symposium. 
 

 Scheduling 
o Dan explained the problems typically encountered with scheduling 

sessions. This issue was discussed at the last meeting and a 
suggestion made to spread sessions throughout the week. Notify 
session organizers early and publicize on webpage to avoid usual 
requests for compressing the sessions in to 2 - 3 days.  Having two 
session organizers should decrease such requests.  Also make clear 
to session organizers that they can pick other attendees to chair/co-
chair a particular session. 

o How we get people to stay all week was also discussed. Moving 
invited talks and plenary sessions were discussed. It was also noted 
that focused 2 - 3 day scheduling does not help with this problem 
and that the Thursday cookout keeps some people here. 

o In a similar vain how do we encourage/help/entice session chairs to 
attend full mtg? Suggestions were to hold a reception for invited 
speakers and session organizers on Sunday evening, allow a low 
registration rate i.e., student rate for organizers, allow organizers a 
“free” registration for someone in their group (i.e., if they bring 
someone to the mtg). 

 
 Liaison with sponsoring organizations 



o Volunteers were solicited to handle liaison issues with ASME and 
AIChE. 
 Ilja will be coordinator for AIChE. 
 ASME more difficult as they have changed their rules 

regarding conf sponsorship. Zhuomin and Neil will take the 
lead on this with the help of Richard.  

 
 Publication strategy 

o Conf CD only had 67 papers. It was noted that the number of 
manuscripts has been decreasing for yrs now. 

o IJT will have a good double issue and then perhaps a second smaller 
issue. ~ 70 papers in all. 

o FPE had 25 papers that were published online in December and in 
print in early 2010.  Ilja and Clare agreed to edit special issue again 
if desired by FPE Editors. 

o It was suggested that we switch to a thumb drive to replace the 
abstract book and conference CD. 

o It was also discussed to have html pages rather than pdf downloads 
of the abstracts on the symposium web page for ease of searching for 
interesting talks in the program (especially on phones/PDAs).  

o Mickey (?) raised the question of whether we should consider a web 
publishing of the proceedings. Not getting many papers prior to conf 
for the CD and those that are submitted after go direct to the 
publishers. Is there a way to capture those?  

 Additional topics?  
o There were no suggested additional topics. 

 
3. Touloukian Award 

 Neil has communicated to ASME the new Touloukian award committee 
(Zhuomin, Neil and Mickey)  

 Material has been posted for people to make nominations. 
 Deadline is Sept 1, 2011 
 Encourage committee to talk to people and enhance nominations we get. 
 Need more nominations in particular in solids area. 
 Chair of committee needs to be aware of the ASME process once selection 

has been made to avoid problems with ASME. 
 Members of the committee cannot nominate people. 

 
4. Membership Nominations  

 Prior to the meeting Jim Ely nominated Carolyn Koh and also offered his 
resignation should that be needed in order to consider Carolyn in light of the 
fact that he is now retired.  

o The committee felt that Jim did not need to step down as long as he 
is willing to help with the work for the committee now that he is 
retiring. 



 Rules for membership were discussed and Neil noted in the bylaws that 
there is an upper limit of 25. The committee is currently 21 people. 

 1st nomination - Xinwei Wang, from Zhuomin. Dan seconded the 
nomination. 

 2nd Carolyn Koh, solid record. Clearly qualified. Dan seconded the 
nomination. 

 3rd Tony Goodwin, from Jan who noted that he will provide a link to 
IUPAC, is very active in Schlumberger and a very good organizer. Mickey 
seconded. 

 All were unanimously elected. Ilja will send an official email notifying the 
new members.  

 
5. Reports 
 

 2009 ASME IMECE. Zhuomin reported that a session titled “Highlights of 
17th Symposium on Thermophysical Properties & the 3rd IIR Conference 
on Refrigerants” was held and Dan participated in.   

 2009 AIChE. Ilja gave a brief presentation to inform the area 1a members of 
the committee’s activities.  Area 1a again confirmed their support for the 
Symposium.  Ilja has also had a request from Joe Cramer for the committee 
to become more active in future AIChE meetings. This could involve co-
sponsorship of sessions at any of the mtgs. Jan noted that AIChE really 
wanted to enhance the visibility of the joint committee in AIChE. 

o It was suggested that we do a session highlighting features from the 
18th symposium at the 2012 mtg. 

o For regular programming the possibility of co-sponsoring the area 1a 
thermodynamics and phase behavior sessions was discussed.  

o Ilja will contact area 1a re. joint sponsorship of thermo sessions in 
Fall 2011 and ask for a highlights session at 2012.  

 
6. Next meeting 

 9 am mountain time June 24th 2011, i.e. last Friday in June. 
 Will be in Boulder, being the meeting before the symposium, as well as 

being web based for those that cannot make the trip to Boulder. 
 
7. Old business 

 Letterhead. Do we want stationary with both AIChE and ASME logos on it? 
Jake will help Ilja to identify whom to contact at ASME for permission. Ilja 
can contact AIChE.  

 Ilja will design and send out for approval before trying for AIChE/ASME 
approval 

 Clare will send Ilja FOMMS letterhead as a possible template 
 
8. New business 

 Steve needs minutes form Boulder meetings. Clare sent them to Ilja and/or 
Neil. Neil will forward them to Steve.  



 Steve asked if we need a contact page on the ASME K7 committee web 
page? It was decided to add a contact page for each person, trying to avoid 
using emails in full to avoid additional spam 

 Steve also raised the question if we can have a Touloukian award winner 
web site with short bios and citations? Or should this be housed by ASME? 
The committee thought that this would be a great addition to the web site as 
the info is not on the ASME web page. 

 
9. Dan moved to adjourn at 12.56 pm. Ilja seconded.  
 
 



17th Symposium on Thermophysical Properties Issues Raised 
 

Registration fee announced late 
Registration opened late/web registration closed early 
Send acceptances earlier to allow more time for visas 
Schedule published too late 
Schedule needs to come out earlier 
Abstracts on the symp program web page should be web pages and not pdf downloads 
Need two‐sided badges 
Cost for lunch tickets 
Long lunch lines 
Pastries too large 
Typos in Program 
Hard Drive Café too crowded 
Have 10 minute gap between sessions, shorter coffee and lunch breaks 
Solids sessions bunched together 
Limit the number of oral sessions 
Evening sessions to be avoided 
Friday sessions to be avoided 
Session chairs ignored schedule 
No symposium closing session 
Speakers with multiple talks in an area 
Limit one invited talk per person per meeting (and encourage chairs to not to invite repeat speakers) 
Session devoted to single group 
Too many invited talks at beginning of sessions 
Some papers did not fit the topical area 
Sessions with multiple parts need to be spread over 5 full days 
Too many posters, not enough time to view 
Arrangement and numbering of posters did not correspond with abstract book 
Laser pointers too dull 
No AV aid at opening plenary 
Opens doors/corridor noise in some sessions 
Inappropriate lighting (in front) 
Too many parallel sessions with great talks 
Poor planning for plenary/announcements 
Encourage more theory in wetting are by changing name of session to Wetting, Interfaces and 
Self‐Assembly (incl Theory and Simulation) 
Merge subsecond and metals and call it "Materials science at high temperatures" 
Do not have subsecond at same time as optical and thermal radiative properties 
No exhibitors 
No paying sponsors 
Limited promotion by ASME/AIChE 
Limit one fee waived invited talk per session/area 
Expectations for financial aid 
Insufficient bags & bottles  with logo 
Insufficient parking passes for staff 
Insufficient banquet tickets for staff 


